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NPS Contact: Tom Keohan, National Park Service, Heritage Partnerships Program, 12795 W. Alameda Parkway, P.O. Box 25287, Denver, CO 80225-0287, (303) 969-2897, tom_keohan@nps.gov

Investigator: Luis Summers, College of Architecture and Planning, University of Colorado at Denver, Campus Box 126, P.O. Box 173364, Denver, CO 80217-3364, (303) 492-7317, Luis.Summers@colorado.edu

Project Abstract:
Approximately six Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) projects started in years past exist in the IMRO-HPP files and require minor changes in order to meet HABS standards. These ink-on-mylar drawings require approximately 80 hours of work to complete and require additions of text, scales, and minor changes to the title blocks. Lettering using ink and Leroy lettering templates supplied by the NPS will be required.

The Heritage Partnerships Program of the National Park Service, Intermountain Region, now wishes to work cooperatively with the University of Colorado at Denver to complete this HABS documentation work. Recognized as the nation’s oldest preservation programs, the Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS), Historic American Engineering Record (HAER), and Historic American Landscape Survey (HALS) programs document important architectural, engineering and landscape sites, utilizing measured drawings, large-format photographs and written histories. Within the Intermountain Region of the National Park Service, which encompasses the state of Colorado, HABS, HAER and HALS projects are approved and transmitted to the Library of Congress by the NPS Heritage Partnerships Program.

Outcomes with Completion Dates:
Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS) documentation of various projects located in the IMRO, HPP office, Denver; including ink-on-mylar drawings (approximately 80 hours of work). Work can be completed in the IMRO office or off site at the discretion of the Principal Investigator. Work consists of hand correction of existing HABS drawings such as adding minor text using ink and lettering templates supplied by the NPS and minor ink additions to various existing drawings.
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